The allowed and forbidden binary cluster configurations of the ground, superdeformed, and hyperdeformed states of some nuclei are determined, based on the (real or effective) U͑3͒ selection rule. The stability of the cluster configurations from the viewpoint of the binding energy is also investigated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clusterization is an important effect in atomic nuclei. It may show up in light nuclei, as well as in heavy ones, near the ground state, as well as in highly excited regions, in states of spherical as well as of deformed shapes, at low and high spins, etc. [1] . The clusters also have a large variety; they can contain only a few nucleons, like, e.g., ␣ particle, but there can be heavier ones as well, like, e.g., some C, O, Mg, or Si isotopes, and in light of the recent experiments on cold spontaneous fission, they may even contain as many nucleons as 108 [2] . Therefore the question of what cluster configuration is allowed in a particular nuclear state is of utmost interest, and has been approached from different angles.
The binding energy of a (possible) cluster configuration is obviously an important factor. It is essential not only from the viewpoint of the penetrability of a cluster decay [3] , but also from the viewpoint of the stability of the cluster structure. This aspect of clusterization has recently been studied extensively by Buck and co-workers [4, 5] , based on an empirical rule using the experimental data for binding energies.
Another important point is related to the microscopic structure, more specifically to the antisymmetrization of the total wave function of a nuclear state. In other words, one can say that the building up procedure of a nucleus from lighter clusters is governed by the energy-minimum principle and by the Pauli-exclusion principle. Thus it may very well happen that an energetically favored cluster configuration is not allowed due to the exclusion principle. The microscopic nature of clusterization can be approached either from the side of the parent nucleus, describing it with a shell-model [6] , Hartree-Fock [7] , Nilsson-Strutinsky [8] , deformed Woods-Saxon [9] , etc., method, or from the cluster side [10] .
The complexity of this problem can be visualized in geometrical terms: the clusters themselves can be deformed, and their orientation with respect to the molecular axis is free to change. In addition, different cluster configurations may coexist; their wave functions are not orthogonal to each other (in a microscopic description).
The inclusion of all these features makes the detailed cluster studies rather involved, and in many cases, like for the large number of nucleons, or high excitation energies, even prohibitively complicated. Thus simplified methods, which are systematically applicable, but still contain the main ingredients of the microscopic studies, are highly desirable.
In this paper we apply a selection-rule technique for the determination of allowed binary cluster configurations of the ground, superdeformed, and hyperdeformed states of the 36 Ar and 252 Cf nuclei, in order to improve our understanding on the deformation dependence of nuclear clusterization. In addition to the yes-or-no statements of the selection rule, we characterize the forbiddenness quantitatively. This consideration is based on the microscopic structure of the states in question, therefore it gives rise to a deformation dependence.
A comparison with the result of the maximal stability criterium [4] , based on the binding energies, is also given. This latter quantity depends only on the parent nucleus and the clusters, but not on the specific state of the parent nucleus.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we describe the methods which are applied in searching for possible clusterizations, then the 36 Ar and 252 Cf cases are presented in Sec. III and IV, and finally some conclusions are drawn.
II. SELECTION OF CLUSTERIZATION
The structural selection rule we apply is based on the U͑3͒ symmetry, what is known to be a good approximate symmetry of light nuclei [11] , and its role in the clusterization was also observed in early studies [12] , followed by the understanding of its importance from different aspects of clusterization [13] . The simple U͑3͒ selection rule reads
͑1͒
where ͓n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ͔ is the set of (approximate) U͑3͒ quantum numbers of the parent nucleus, the superscript ͑i͒ stands for *Electronic address: cseh@atomki.hu the ith cluster, and ͑R͒ indicates relative motion.
In medium and heavy nuclei, however, the U͑3͒ symmetry is not valid in its original form, due to the importance of the symmetry-breaking interactions, like spin orbit and pairing. Nevertheless, it was found [14] that in spite of the strong symmetry-breaking interactions a generalized U͑3͒ symmetry, called effective or quasidynamical U͑3͒ symmetry, may survive even for heavy nuclei. It is very general in the sense that the energy eigenfunctions are composed as linear combinations of basis states belonging to different U͑3͒ irreducible representations (irreps). In other words, the symmetry breaking is much stronger than that of the dynamical breaking known from many algebraic models like, e.g., the interacting boson model [15] or the semimicroscopic algebraic cluster model [16] . In these latter cases the symmetrybreaking interactions only split the symmetric basis states, but do not mix them, due to the fact that the Hamiltonian is expressed in terms of the invariant operators of an algebra chain. In the case of the effective symmetry, however, the symmetric basis states are not only split, but even mixed with each other. Nevertheless, the mixing is a special one, it is a coherent mixing of different irreducible representations, which results in an approximate U͑3͒ symmetry. This symmetry is determined by effective or average U͑3͒ quantum numbers, which represent a coherent superposition of many basis states of the real U͑3͒ symmetry. The physical condition for the special mathematical structure of the effective symmetry is the adiabatic decoupling of the single nucleon motion and the collective motion of the nucleus. In Ref. [17] a method is developed for the determination of the effective U͑3͒ quantum numbers of the heavy nuclei, based on the occupation of the asymptotic Nilsson orbits. The procedure, which was originally invented for the large prolate deformation, was extended in Ref. [18] for the oblate shape and small deformations as well, based on the expansion of singleparticle orbitals in terms of asymptotic Nilsson states.
When applying the effective U͑3͒ symmetry in cluster studies, it describes an average (or effective) clusterization. Contrary to the average clusterization of the phenomenological approach [4] this indicates a quantum mechanical superposition, as discussed in the previous paragraph, not a statistical average. Furthermore, one has to keep in mind that the different cluster configurations are not orthogonal to each other, therefore, just like for the real U͑3͒ symmetry of the light nuclei, different effective cluster configurations may have a large overlap. The concept of effective symmetry is applicable also to light nuclei, and when the simple leading representation approximation is valid, the real and effective U͑3͒ quantum numbers usually coincide [18] . This circumstance gives a straightforward way for the extension of the simple selection rule consideration.
When a cluster configuration is forbidden, we can characterize its forbiddenness quantitatively in the following way [19] . The distance between a U͑3͒ reaction channel and the irrep of the parent nucleus is defined as:
Here n i refers to the U͑3͒ representation of the parent nucleus, while n i,k c stands for the U͑3͒ representation of channel c, obtained from the right-hand side of Eq. (1), with the k index distinguishing the different product representations. Based on this quantity we determine, for reasons of convenience, the reciprocal forbiddenness S in such a way that 0 ഛ S ഛ 1:
Then S = 0 and S = 1 correspond to completely forbidden and allowed clusterizations, respectively. The criterium of maximal stability [4] , which represents a complementer viewpoint for the selection of clusterization, requires the largest value of the summed differences of the measured binding energies and the corresponding liquid drop values:
where B͑i͒ is the experimental binding energy of the ith cluster [20] , while B L ͑i͒ stands for liquid drop value [4] .
In the generalized version of the method, as we apply it here, a further condition is also taken into account, which is called dipole constraint [4] . It is based on the observation that electric dipole transitions are very weak, therefore the decomposition A T → A 1 + A 2 is expected to be close to satisfying the constraint
Thus when considering even-even nuclei for a fixed charge, e.g., Z 1 , two mass values A 1 and ͑A 1 +2͒ approximate the dipole condition
and a weighted average of them satisfies it exactly,
The mean value of the binding energy is then defined as
where "͉ Z 1 ,A 1 " refers to the charge and mass values. The criterium of maximal stability, as it is presented here, and discussed more in detail in Ref [4] , is based exclusively on the binding energies together with the no-dipole constraint, and contains no further ingredients, like, e.g., intercluster potentials.
III. 36 Ar
The reason why the 36 Ar nucleus is especially suited for the study of deformation dependence of clusterization is that its superdeformed state has recently been observed experimentally [21] and studied theoretically [21, 22] . Furthermore, there is a theoretical prediction for its hyperdeformed state as well [23] .
A highly deformed band was inferred in 36 Ar from the study of the Nilsson diagram at ⑀ 2 ϳ 0.4 [24] , and the experimentally found rotational band with ␤ 2 Ϸ 0.45 (low-spin) quadrupole deformation and terminating with the J =16 + state seems to correspond to this expectation. Furthermore, it can be interpreted both in cranked Nilsson-Strutinsky calculation [22] , and in large-scale sd − pf shell-model calculation [21] as a configuration of two protons and two neutrons moved to the pf major shell. Therefore it is considered to be a superdeformed band.
In determining the U͑3͒ symmetry of this band we have followed two different methods. On the one side one can apply elementary considerations as follows. The largest prolate deformation that can be obtained from four-nucleon excitation to the pf major shell belongs to the [32, 12, 12] representation. It is remarkable that the same representation corresponds to the ␤ 2 = 0.6 deformation parameter, which is generally considered to characterize the superdeformed shape, via the relation between the ͑␤ , ␥͒ parameters and the ͑ , ͒ SU͑3͒ labels, if we assume 4ប excitation [25] . According to the simple self-consistency argument [26] it gives a ratio of main axes 5:3. This state is indicated in Table I as "Superd. (a)."
On the other hand, one can derive the effective or quasidynamical U͑3͒ symmetry quantum numbers from the occupation of Nilsson orbits, corresponding to the ␤ 2 Ϸ 0.45 deformation, as it was proposed in Ref. [17] . In this way one gets the [32,14,10] U͑3͒ representation, which also corresponds to 4ប excitation (with ratio of axes 25:16:14) . This state is indicated in Table I as "Superd (b)."
As for the possible hyperdeformed state in 36 Ar, it was predicted from cranked Bloch-Brink ␣-cluster model calculation with ratio of major to minor axis 3:1 [23] , and a correspondence to some heavy-ion resonances were conjuctioned. This state has a U͑3͒ symmetry [48, 8, 8] , noted as "Hyperd. (a)" in Table I , and corresponds to 12ប excitation. (According to the simple self-consistency argument it gives a ratio of main axes 33: 13.) The effective U͑3͒ quantum numbers, determined from the Nilsson scheme for the ␤ 2 Ϸ 0.86 deformation, are [36, 12, 10] ["Hyperd. (b)"], corresponding to merely 6ប excitation (and ratio of axes 27:15:14).
The differences in the U͑3͒ quantum numbers of the super-and hyperdeformed states reflect the uncertainty of the applied theoretical methods (or simple arguments) for the prediction of these extremely deformed states. Not surprisingly the deviation is much smaller in the superdeformed state than in the hyperdeformed one.
For the reason of completeness let us note here that for the ground state the effective U͑3͒ quantum numbers coincide with the [20, 20, 12] leading representation [18] , and the self-consistency argument gives a ratio of axes 19:15.
Starting from these U͑3͒ symmetries the application of the selection rule provides us with the results of Table II. There the cluster configurations are abbreviated by their mass numbers the detailed list is shown in Table III . We have considered all the possible binary configurations containing stable nuclei as clusters, and some further cases when an unstable nucleus is considered to be important from the clusterization point of view, like, e.g., 8 Be. All the clusters were supposed to be in their ground state, and a simple leading term approximation was used in determining their U͑3͒ symmetry (which usually coincides with the effective symmetries for light nuclei [18] ). As for the 28 Si nucleus, right in the center of the sd shell, a largely deformed prolate and oblate shape is known to coexist in its ground state with slightly more contribution from the oblate shape [27] . For this nucleus we have considered both shapes with "o͑p͒" standing for the oblate (prolate) configuration. The values of reciprocal forbiddenness are shown in Fig. 1 .
As a detailed example let us consider here the composition of the 36 Ar nucleus from those of 12 24 Mg. Furthermore, the number of oscillator quanta can be increased only in one direction, along the molecular (e.g., z) axis (Harvey prescription) [28] . The rearrangement process can be illustrated most easily in the Cartesian basis: ͑n x , n y , n z ͒, where n i shows the number of oscillator quanta along the i axis in a single-nucleon state. carried by the relative motion ͑n ͑R͒ ͒ in the cluster configuration (as the lowest value allowed by the Pauli principle). In terms of the U͑3͒ selection rule it reads ͓4,4,0͔ ͓16,8,4͔ ͓16,0,0͔ = ͓20, 20, 12͔ ¯.
Once the molecular axis is fixed (in our example, z), then the shell-model configurations show the orientation of these deformed clusters as well. The oblate spheriodal 12 C nucleus has its symmetry (shortest) axis along the molecular ͑z͒ axis, and the triaxial 24 Mg lines up its shortest axis with z, the largest ͑x͒ and the medium ͑y͒ axes are perpendicular to it. (The other arrangement, longest y, medium x, would equally be possible.)
This example illustrates that the ground state of a nucleus requires a compact packing of a definite cluster configuration. Similar considerations show that excited states, like the superdeformed and hyperdeformed states, correspond to more stretched shapes of the same cluster configuration.
In light of this detailed discussion let us describe more specifically what we mean by saying that the clusters are supposed to be in their ground state. A nucleus is characterized by its U͑3͒ symmetry quantum numbers, and a single U͑3͒ irrep, that of its ground state, is taken into account, e.g., ͓4,4,0͔ stands for 12 In other words, the intrinsic state of the cluster is well defined by its ground state, but collective rotations built on that are allowed. (In the language of the cluster models this scheme is called a strong ͓SU͑3͔͒ coupling scheme.)
An interesting general feature can be deduced from the results of Table II and III, and Fig. 1 . In the ground state the asymmetric clusterizations are allowed and the symmetric ones are forbidden, while in the hyperdeformed state it is exactly the other way around. (The forbiddenness of the core-plus-␣-particle configuration may seem to be surprising, but one has to keep in mind that both clusters are supposed to be in their ground state, therefore in fact the ground-statelike 32 S cluster is forbidden in the hyperdeformed state of 36 Ar. The excitation of the core, or the inclusion of multicluster configuration, would allow the appearance of ␣ cluster.) The superdeformed state shows an intermediate picture: both the most symmetric and the most asymmetric configurations are forbidden, but there is an island of allowed configuration in between.
It is remarkable that for the two different superdeformed symmetries (states) the allowed binary cluster configurations are exactly the same. In this case the small inconsistency, which can be found in the determination of the U͑3͒ symmetry of the superdeformed shape based on different theoretical arguments, does not influence the possible clusterizations. For the hyperdeformed state one finds a deviation between the sets of allowed cluster configurations of the two (predicted) states ͑a͒ and ͑b͒, but even in this case the effect is much more reduced than in the primary values of the deformation parameters, or U͑3͒ quantum numbers.
The energetic stability of the different clusterizations is displayed in Fig. 2 . Obviously it prefers core-plus-alpha configuration. 8 Be can also be interesting from this viewpoint, but it is probably more realistic to consider it in terms of a two-alpha configuration. 12 C is more probable than 16 O. We have investigated the energetic stability of the possible clusterizations based on the modified prescription of Ref. [5] as well. It turned out that the figure of even-even cluster configurations did not change, while the configurations with odd-A clusters are less favored.
It is interesting to note that there are a few cluster configurations which turn out to be allowed from the microscopic viewpoint both in the ground state, and in the superdeformed as well as in the hyperdeformed states. From among them the 24 Mg+
12
C fragmentation contains ␣-like nuclei, and is not so much suppressed by the energetic circumstances either. This means that each three states can be considered as a 24 Mg+ 12 C cluster configuration; the difference is made by the spatial arrangements of the clusters. In the ground state both the 24 Mg and the 12 C lines its shortest axis with the molecular axis z (as mentioned beforehand); in the superdeformed state the 24 Mg can stand like in the ground state, but the 12 C turns its symmetry axis (the shortest axis) perpendicular to the molecular axis, while in the hyperdeformed state both cluster line their longest axis with z.
In Ref.
[23] two sets of heavy-ion resonances were nominated for the hyperdeformed state:
24 Mg+
C and 20 Ne + 16 O. The first one turns out to be allowed not only in the hyperdeformed state ͑a͒, predicted from ␣-cluster model calculation, but also in the hyperdeformed ͑b͒ state, obtained from the effective U͑3͒ symmetry of the ␤ Ϸ 0.86 deformation. Therefore the observation in this reaction channel cannot distinguish between the two candidates for the hyperdeformed state. The second one, however, is allowed only in state ͑a͒, thus an observation in this channel would not be in line with the candidate ͑b͒.
IV. 252 
Cf
Our interest in 252 Cf comes from recent experimental studies of the fission process using multidetector arrays that have revealed many interesting new features of this still puzzling phenomenon. Among these new results it is worth mentioning the first direct identification of neutronless binary fission channels and the detection of exotic neutronless ternary processes in 252 Cf [2] . These new results and the more detailed spectroscopy in the second and third minima (of the energy surface) studied through fission [29] raise the question of to what extent microscopic effects play a role in the fission process.
In a simplified picture, fission can be viewed as a two step process: first, a cluster state is formed, and then the cluster state decays through the barrier. From this point of view a cluster basis can be considered as a natural choice. To study the microscopic aspects of this question, and in particular the effect of deformation, we have applied the U(3) selection rule to see if there is any microscopic preference for certain binary clusterizations of The procedure applied here is based on the use of effective U͑3͒ quantum numbers to characterize both the parent nucleus and the clusters. We have studied all possible binary clusterizations (308 fission channels) with ͑8 ഛ Z ഛ 90͒. The starting point is always the deformation of the nucleus. Then we fill the Nilsson orbitals from below at that deformation value and determine the effective ͑ , ͒ using the relations of Refs. [17, 18] . The parameters for the Nilsson Hamiltonian were taken from Ref. [22] . As an example we present in Table IV the U͑3͒ effective quantum numbers determined for different deformations of 252 Cf. The deformations used in our systematic study are taken from Ref. [30] . The use of theoretical values for the deformation instead of experimental ones is justified by the scope of our study: if we use only experimental values (see, for example Ref. [31] ), many possible clusterization channels cannot be studied due to the lack of deformation values for one or both of the clusters. The number of quanta of the relative motion was determined using the Harvey prescription, as in the 36 Ar case. The preference of different cluster configurations is characterized by the reciprocal forbiddenness.
Using ground state deformations for the parent and daughter nuclei [30] , all studied cluster configurations in question turn out to be forbidden (Fig. 3, upper part) . A clear tendency towards cluster radioactivity (or very asymmetric fission) can be inferred from this figure. (We should remember that "forbidden" in the structural analysis might mean "suppressed.") One aspect that seems to be of particular interest: the low-lying cluster configuration of two prolate nuclei is not the pole-to-pole one, rather both clusters are inclined with respect to the molecular axis. For example, the lowest lying pole-pole configuration of 144 
Ba+

108
Mo lies at higher excitation than the one with inclined axes. This clusterization is of particular interest because it has been seen in Ref. [2] as an example of a binary neutronless fission channel. This result shows that the pole-pole configurations, preferred by penetrability calculations, are highly Pauli forbidden. Therefore they can be only small components in the ground state wave function of 252 Cf. The "compact packing" is favored by structure.
We have also addressed the question of whether there are allowed clusterizations in the case when we change the deformation of the parent nucleus to superdeformation ͑␤ 2 ϳ 0.6͒ or hyperdeformation ͑␤ 2 ϳ 0.86͒. The obtained results are presented in the lower parts of Fig. 3 . As in the earlier calculations the clusters are considered to have ground state deformations. It is interesting to see that in these cases we have allowed clusterizations as well. In the case of a superdeformed 252 Cf the regions of allowed clusterizations correspond mainly to two particular regions in which: Mo clusterization remains forbidden for the superdeformed case, but is allowed for the hyperdeformed case.
As in the 36 Ar case, we have also studied the criterium of maximum stability for comparison. The results of our study are presented in Fig. 4 . It is clear from this figure that the preferred clusterizations of 252 Cf, based on this approach, concentrate mainly in three regions around Z =2, Z ϳ 18, and Z ϳ 50. (The extension of the method according to Ref. [5] does not change the tendencies of even-even cluster configurations, while the ones with odd A are less favored.) This result agrees with our U͑3͒ procedure only for the Z = 2 case [the ␣ clusterization is allowed in the U͑3͒ framework]. The other two regions are not favored in the U͑3͒ approach if we consider 252 Cf in its ground state deformation (Fig. 3, upper  panel) , but Z ϳ 18 is preferred if we assume 252 Cf in a superdeformed state and Z ϳ 50 is allowed in the case of the hyperdeformed state.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied the preference of binary clusterizations as a function of the deformation. A U͑3͒ selection rule, based on the microscopic structure of the nuclei, and an empirical rule of maximal energetic stability was applied. The procedure was illustrated by the examples of two nuclei: 36 Ar and 252 Cf.
The results clearly indicate that the two considerations, based on the microscopic structure on the one side and on the energetic stability on the other side, do not necessarily result in the same preference of cluster configurations. The structural selection rule has a similar tendency for the deformation dependence both in the case of the light 36 Ar nucleus and in the heavy 252 Cf nucleus. In the ground state the strongly asymmetric binary cluster configurations are preferred; in the hyperdeformed state the symmetric fragmentations are more likely, while in the superdeformed state the situation is in between, i.e., islands of allowed binary configurations appear. The most likely clusterizations are probably those which are in the overlapping regions of the preferences of the two complementary selecting procedures. In the 36 Ar case the 24 
Mg+
12
C configuration seems to be a remarkable one, because it is allowed from the microscopic viewpoint both in the ground, and in the superdeformed and hyperdeformed states, and it is only moderately suppressed from the energetic point of view. In 252 Cf the Z light =2,20, and 48 regions are preferred in the ground, superdeformed, and hyperdeformed states, respectively.
Similar studies of other examples and of ternary (or multi) clusterizations could also be illuminative.
